
 

HZM - Innovating for a Better World 
 

Cryptocurrency has the capacity to revolutionize our current reality. In recent years, the ease of peer-to-peer 
currency trading through cryptocurrencies has been significantly advanced. It is now time to utilize the power of 
cryptocurrency to transform the way we conduct business.  
 
 

About HZM Coin:  
 

Token Name: HZM Coin 

Token Ticker: HZM 

Token Platform: Ethereum Blockchain 

Token Standard: ERC20 

Smart Contract v2.0: 0x069f967be0CA21C7D793D8C343f71e597D9a49b3 

New Max Supply: 4,450,000,000 

Smart Contract v1.0: 0xec1b7eb3d3cfac7027fa60b5376e5eadef4f1300 * 

Old Max Supply: 100 Billion 
* Smart Contract has been replaced by a new one as per CertiK Audit Report. 

 
 

Founders Wallets:  
 
The founder of HZM coin has locked their personal wallet for 5 years to demonstrate commitment to the project's 
long-term success and to prevent personal financial gain from influencing the coin's future. This creates trust and 
stability in the community by showing the founder's belief in the coin's potential. 
 

Dr. Mohamed Al Arab: 0xeec3695dee85e3bf04007b34820dc0169f309407 
Yusuf Haji: 0x50a0248ff24ee55b28835162923d5d0cc4ce2ac8 

Fahad Faqeeh: 0xc49c83e8217351026afea8b6e91604417c123843 
Condition: After 5 Years the owner of the wallet can cash out 1 Million HZM per month starting July 2026. 

 
 

Introduction: 
 
HZM Coin is a decentralized cryptocurrency that operates on the Ethereum (ERC-20) blockchain. It is designed to be 
efficient, fast, and secure, making it suitable for various types of transactions. In addition to powering various 
innovative apps and decentralized applications (dApps) across various categories, HZM Coin is also involved in Web 
3.0 social applications and metaverse virtual world. 
 
 

What does HZM mean? 
  
"Hazam," or HZM, derives from the Arabic term for "steadfastness", "firmness" or "resolve." The name embodies 
HZM's dedication to enhancing safety and well-being around the globe.  



for a comprehensive overview of our achievements, ongoing projects, and to learn more about the groundbreaking work we are doing, please 
visit our website at www.hzmcoin.com 

Why the Camel? 
  
The camel symbolizes a long, strenuous journey and the ability to recover and persevere in the face of life's 
struggles. In a broader sense, the camel represents the potential to triumph over hardship and bring about positive 
transformation.  
 
 

HZM Ecosystem: 
 

• Powering innovative apps and decentralized applications (dApps): HZM Coin serves as the foundation for a 
variety of apps and dApps across various categories, including but not limited to utilities, social networking, 
sports, fitness, gaming, and charitable causes. 

• Secure and efficient value exchange: HZM Coin can be used to facilitate secure and efficient exchanges of 
value through various platforms. 

• Engaging user experiences with rewards: HZM Coin can be won through participation in a range of 
immersive and rewarding experiences, including games and challenges. 

• Commitment to making a positive impact: HZM Coin is dedicated to making a difference in the world 
through initiatives that promote charitable causes and improve governance. 

• Engagement with Web 3.0 social applications: HZM Coin is actively engaged with the development and 
promotion of Web 3.0 social applications, which offer users greater control and privacy over their data. 

• Creation of a metaverse: HZM Coin to develop its own metaverse, a virtual world where users can buy, 
develop, rent, or sell virtual lands for profit. This metaverse is powered by blockchain, cryptocurrency, 
NFTs, and Web 3.0 technologies, and offers users the opportunity to truly own their virtual lands. 

 
 

Marketing Strategy: 
 
To increase awareness and adoption of HZM Coin, the company to develop a comprehensive marketing strategy 
that includes targeted advertising, social media marketing, content marketing, and partnerships with influencers 
and industry leaders. We are committed to reaching a wide audience and generating interest in our cryptocurrency 
and related products, including our Web 3.0 social applications and our metaverse. 
 
 

Community Building: 
 
We believe that building a sense of community around HZM Coin and our products is essential to cultivating a loyal 
user base and creating a positive brand image. To this end, we host events, start online forums and discussion 
groups, and encourage user engagement through contests and other incentives. We are committed to fostering a 
strong and supportive community around HZM Coin. 
 
 

Partnerships and Collaborations: 
 
We recognize the value of partnerships and collaborations in building credibility and exposure for HZM Coin. We are 
actively seeking out opportunities to collaborate with industry leaders, form strategic alliances, and participate in 
conferences and other events. We believe that these partnerships and collaborations will help us establish ourselves 
as a leader in the cryptocurrency space, including in the realm of Web 3.0 social applications and our metaverse. 
 

http://www.hzmcoin.com/

